Carbon nanotube (CNT) buckypaper, a randomly non-woven fibrous film structure, has enjoyed its popularity in the sensor, actuator, filtration, and distillation devices owing to its exceptional mechanical and electrical properties. However, there is no report aimed at unraveling the fundamental mechanism of its energy-absorption capability under high-velocity impact despite its extraordinary frequency-and temperature-invariant viscoelastic properties. To bridge this gap, here coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations are implemented to investigate effects of the external impact energy, the density of the buckypaper, and the length of individual CNTs on energy dissipation capability and dynamic response of the buckypaper under high-velocity impacts. Simulation results indicate that within its deformation limit the buckypaper possesses extremely high kinetic energy dissipation efficiency. The critical impact energy related to the deformation limit of the buckypaper tightly depends on the impact velocity since the same impact energy with a larger impact velocity yields less compression. The energy dissipation capability and impact response of the buckypaper are demonstrated to be independent of the length of individual SWCNTs. Overall, owing to the remarkable energy dissipation capability and flexibility of the buckypaper, it can be regarded as a promising candidate for energy dissipation.
Introduction
Energy dissipation materials and structures play a vital role in the safety of structures and humans subjected to a crash event [1] . Traditionally metals have been widely used for the energy absorption devices, relying on its structural failure and plastic deformation to mitigate impact energy [2, 3] . Cellular forms including foams, honeycombs, and sandwich structures also perform excellently in mitigating dynamic loadings due to bulking and collapse mechanisms [4e11] . In addition, internal damping caused by the unique internal structure of composites exhibits favorable performance for the control of vibration due to impact [12, 13] .
In order to meet the ever-increasing high-demand on lightweight, small volume, and high energy dissipation efficiency systems, nanostructured materials have begun attracting researchers' interest for their excellent mechanical properties such as enhanced strength-to-weight, surface-to-volume, and stiffness-to-weight ratios. For example, nanocomposites with reinforcement fibers or particles possess significantly enhanced property such as volume fraction compared with the corresponding composites with macroscale fibers or particles [14, 15] . Especially, well-designed polymerbased nanomaterials have superior impact behavior and much higher energy dissipation density than conventional materials due to their high impact toughness [16] . Nanoporous materials also have been proven to possess fantastic energy dissipation capabilities owing to their small pore size, high porosity, and high network strength [17e19]. Han at el. found that nanoporous silica had energy dissipation density on the order of 300 J/g, much larger than that of conventional materials, and the dissipation mechanism is the non-uniform collapse of nanopores and subsequent yielding via permanent plastic deformations [20] . Nanoporous systems consisting of non-wetting liquid and nanoporous particles show energy dissipation density as high as~18 J/cm 3 [21e25] .
Fullerenes such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and buckyballs have been demonstrated to have unprecedented mechanical properties and energy absorption capability owing to significantly high strength and stiffness, large surface area, and light weight [26e33] . For example, CNTs can exhibit a Young's modulus of over 1 TPa and tensile strength above 100 GPa [34, 35] . Xu et al. [36e38] found that buckyballs with larger size tend to yield non-recoverable deformation which assists energy dissipation thanks to the unique deformation characteristic dependent on the buckyball size under dynamic loadings. An energy absorption system of buckyballs confined by a CNT was put forward and found to have remarkable energy absorption density of 2000 J/g [39] . CNT-based nanocomposites, such as aligned CNT/epoxy nanocomposites, have improved properties beneficial for energy dissipation by increasing CNT volume fraction and CNT aspect ratio [40e43] . Assembled CNTs with controlled orientation and configurations, such as CNT foams and three-dimensional sponge-array architectures, have exhibited unprecedented mechanical properties and energy dissipation capability [44e46] .
Recently, both experimental and computational results reveal that the long-ranged van der Waals interactions between CNTs enable them to aggregate and thus form CNT networks [47e49] called 'buckypaper'. Buckypaper has been verified to show intriguing mechanical and thermal properties attributed to the excellent properties of individual CNTs, enabling it to be one of the most promising nanomaterials [50e53] . Experimental results indicate that the Young's modulus of buckypapers with different densities and CNT diameters can be tuned from 0.2 GPa to 3.1 GPa [54, 55] . Li [56] found that entanglement and bundling mechanisms play an important role in the mechanical properties of buckypapers. Xie [57] found that the microstructures of buckypapers undergo a remarkable evolution under mechanical loadings. Both experimental and computational results reveal that buckypapers exhibit frequency-and temperature-invariant viscoelastic properties from À196 to 1000 C [58, 59] and a zipping-unzipping mechanism is observed under cyclic loadings [60] . Buckypapers usually feature low densities of 0.05À0.4 g/cm 3 and high porosities of 0.8À0.9 [61] , and the pore size of SWCNT (diameter 0.8À1.2 nm with length 100À1000 nm) buckypaper was reported around 10 nm [62] . All these results indicate that buckypapers may possess favorable properties for energy dissipation, but few studies have focused on this application. Therefore, this paper will investigate the impact behavior and energy dissipation capability of buckypapers by utilizing coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations, in terms of effects of impact energy, density of buckypapers, and length of individual SWCNTs as well as the evolution of the deformation. The results enable a holistic picture of impact performance of buckypapers and highlight a promising candidate for energy dissipation under extreme conditions.
Model and computational methods

Coarse-grained model for CNT
As full atomistic molecular dynamics simulations are computationally expensive for long interacted CNT networks, in order to enhance computational efficiency it calls for mesoscale modeling [60, 63] . Here a coarse-grained molecular dynamics model is applied to effectively express the mechanical properties of CNTs [55] over relatively large length scales. Our coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CGMD) simulations are performed on the open source platform LAMMPS [64] . In CGMD model of CNT network, each CNT is simplified as a multi-bead chain. For a certain chain, stretching and bending properties are reflected through bonds between two adjacent beads and angles formed by three successive beads, respectively. Long-ranged van der Waals (vdW) interaction between pairs of beads accounts for the inter-tube interaction. CNTs' twisting behavior, usually neglected in current papers about computational model of buckypaper, can make marginal effect on the absolute value of our results. And the corrugation effect resulted from the nature of the bead-spring model when CNTs slide against each other is regardless in this paper. Since this CG model and its relevant force field regardless of the corrugation effect have been proved by many researchers to successfully describe different mechanical properties of the buckypaper, such as the entanglement and bundling phenomenon, the structural and mechanical properties, the visco-elastic properties of the buckypaper and so on [56, 58, 60, 65, 66] , the corrugated effect is assumed to be marginal. Thus, the total energy of the coarse-grained system is given by:
where E bond ¼ P bonds 1 2 k b ðr À r 0 Þ 2 denotes the inter-chain stretching energy along the axial direction, k b is the stretching constant, r is the current bond length and r 0 is the equilibrium bond length. In this work, a buckypaper is modeled as if formed by (5, 5) SWCNTs and the potential parameters of the coarse-grained model are depicted in Table 1 . The parameters obtained from the full atomistic simulation have been validated by tensile test, selffolding of CNTs, self-assembly process, and behavior of CNT bundles [55, 69, 70] . The tensile stressestrain relationship reported by Buehler is found to agree well with the experimental results reported by Peng [35] . The cutoff distance of the long-ranged van der Waals interactions is set to be 9.35 nm. Based on the mass per unit length of SWCNT and the equilibrium bead distance, the mass of each bead is given by 1,953.23 g/mol. For all the simulations results, the total length of all the SWCNTs in the buckypaper is fixed to be 51,200 nm. In terms of effects of impact energy and density, the buckypaper consists of 512 SWCNTs with individual length of 
Configurations of buckypaper
In order to ensure the randomness and isotropy, the random walk method is adopted to generate the buckypaper. Toward this end, a series of points with the number denoted as n p are uniformly distributed in an orthogonal cell by setting a certain number of seeds (n x ,n y , n z ) along the three axes respectively. Taking each point as the initial bead, a SWCNT grows to the next bead via a random bond vector with the length as the equilibrium bead distance 10 Å. Then an overlap check is conducted to avoid the overlap of beads. That is, if the distance between this bead and its nearest bead is less than a specific distance (2 Å), the new generated position is considered to be occupied by another bead and therefore this SWCNT will return one step to the last position and then proceed via a new random vector. This check process is repeated until the new position is not occupied and then the new bead is generated. Once the distance of the random walk equals the SWCNT length required for investigation, the walk stops and the current bead is the terminal bead of the SWCNT. It can be seen that the number of points (n p ¼ n x Â n y Â n z ) and the walk steps determine the number of SWCNTs and the length of each SWCNT, respectively. In this work, all the SWCNTs in a single cell have the same length. In terms of density effects, the density of buckypaper is changed by tuning the distance between the adjacent seeds along each axis and thus tuning the density of distributed points. After the structure is equilibrated, the density varies from 40.67 kg/m 3 to 107.60 kg/m 3 which closely matches the value obtained from experiments [59] and simulations [58] . Afterwards the initial buckypaper ( Fig. 1(a) ) is relaxed based on an isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble to perform the free energy minimization. During the equilibrium process ( Fig. 1(a) e (b) ), the temperature and the pressure are driven to a constant 300 K and 1 atm respectively. The SWCNTs appear to be entangled and aggregated due to the van der Waals interactions. Two dynamic standard 12-6 L-J walls are added outside both the upper and lower surfaces and always keep 10 Å away from the buckypaper, for the convenience of adding two rigid plates needed for the following impact simulations. During the relaxation, certain SWCNTs begin to attach each other and zip together ( Fig. 1(d) e(e)), which is also observed in Refs. [58, 60] . The total energy of the buckypaper drops rapidly in the first 3 ns and then achieves an equilibrium value slowly in the subsequent 4 ns. For validation of the buckypaper model, MD simulations for static compression and shear tests are performed and it is found that both the stressestrain curve and the elastic modulus (Figs. S3eS5) agree well with that provided in Li et al. [56] . The Young's modulus obtained in our simulations is around 0.01À0.1 GPa, slightly lower than that reported by experiments [71, 72] around 0.2À12 GPa because of the lower density of buckypaper. Hence, the model of buckypaper used in this paper can be considered to be reasonable.
As mentioned before, after the fully relaxation of buckypaper the L-J walls are removed and two rigid plates with the same length and width are added to the system. As is depicted in Fig. 1(c) , one plate (impactor) is right above the buckypaper and 20 Å from its upper surface while the other one (receiver) is fixed under the buckypaper and 20 Å from its lower surface. Impact energy (E impact ) is achieved by endowing the whole impactor with an initial velocity (v 0 ) along the z direction. A microcanonical ensemble (NVE) is employed so that the total energy of the system remains unchanged. Periodic boundary conditions are remained in both x and y dimensions while aperiodic conditions are applied to the z dimension. Timestep for all the simulations is 10 fs.
Results and discussions
Effects of impact energy
In order to understand the effect of impact energy on the energy dissipation capability and impact response of the buckypaper, a series of impact energies ranging from E 0 to 10E 0 (E 0 ¼ 1.5 fJ) are applied to impact the buckypaper. The impact energy can be varied by either tuning the initial velocity or the mass of the impactor. For better investigation of their effects, two methods, noted as FM (fixing mass and changing velocity) and FV (fixing velocity and changing mass), respectively, are both adopted. For FV cases, the initial velocity of the impactor is fixed as 200 m/s while the mass (m) varies from 7.5 Â 10 À17 g to 7.5 Â 10 À16 g. For FM cases, the mass of the impactor is fixed as 3.7 Â 10 À17 g while the initial velocity varies from 282.8 m/s to 894.4 m/s. This velocity regime is conventionally considered as high impact speed domain, mainly aiming at the ballistic impact related problem. By observing the animation of the impact process in the visualization software OVITO [73] , it is found that as the impactor goes downwards the SWCNTs in the upper irregular region start to be compressed, and thus a narrow densified region appears on top of the buckypaper system as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Due to the continuation of the compression and the propagation of the stress wave induced by the impactor, it causes the extension of the densification region in the upper part of the buckypaper, as shown in Fig. 2 (c). It is also noticed that SWCNTs in the lower part of the buckypaper are not affected by the loading at the early stage of impact. Afterwards the densification region moves downwards and transfers the straining to the rest of the buckypaper structure gradually, thus more SWCNTs get involved into densification. Finally those SWCNTs in the lowest part are exposed to impact and a flat surface is formed as a result of the fixed receiver. As is demonstrated in Fig. 2(d) , the region near the upper and lower surfaces is denser than the middle part of the buckypaper. It is noted that in the densifying procedure SWCNTs are detached and attached cyclically through the unzippingzipping mechanism at these entanglement sites. As is depicted in This detachment-attachment process enables energy dissipation, because energy is consumed when SWCNTs overcome the van der Waals interactions during the detachment process. When the impactor velocity is damped to zero, the impactor has the largest displacement and the buckypaper goes to the deformation extreme. Afterwards the impactor rebounds slightly, seen in Fig. 2 (e) and (f). Herein, we define the rebound distance of the buckypaper to be the displacement of the upper surface of the buckypaper from the impactor, reaching the maximum displacement upon detaching from the buckypaper. It is noticed that during the impact process individual CNTs hardly have very large deformation and thus it's reasonable to make an elastic assumption of individual CNTs while the collective behaviors from many individual CNTs can be plastic deformation. During the impact process, the kinetic energy of the impactor is transferred to potential energy (strain energy) and thermal energy of the buckypaper resulting in a temperature increase of the buckypaper. Potential energy includes vdW pairwise energy, bond energy, and angle energy. As shown in Fig. S1 , the vdW pairwise energy decreases during the impact process, resulting in a stronger vdW interactions than the initial one. However, both bond energy and angle energy increase during the impact process due to the compression deformation.
To better understand the deformation mechanism of the buckypaper in the impact process, the upper contact force (F i ) between the impactor and the buckypaper and the lower contact force (F r ) between the buckypaper and the receiver are monitored.
According to the comparison between them depicted in Fig. 4 , it is found that the upper contact force increases quickly at the early stage of compression since more and more SWCNTs are involved in resisting the compression, and then the upper contact force reaches a local peak with the buckypaper morphology in Fig. 2(b) . During this procedure the buckypaper remains relaxed and unaffected, except for a small portion on the top. As the impactor goes down, the densification region forms to resist further compression and a stress wave is introduced to its neighboring part under the impactor. The densification region is not being compressed to its limit and the upper contact force decreases until the bottom part of the buckypaper receives the compression signal (seen in Fig. 2(c) ). Supported by the receiver, the lower surface of the buckypaper starts flat and the interaction between the buckypaper and the receiver becomes apparent. As the region near the lower surface of the buckypaper becomes more and more densified, the lower contact force increases and then surpasses the upper contact force. It has to be noted that the first peak value of the lower contact force is greatly less than that of the upper contact force, which is because that the power of the stress wave is attenuated considerably during the propagation process. When the impactor reaches its maximum displacement with apparent pores still left in the buckypaper from the side view, the buckypaper is regarded to still have sufficient room for deformation, as illustrated in the snapshot of Fig. 5(D) . Both contact forces fluctuate slightly until the rebound of the impactor, such as the case of FV at 3E 0 and FM at both 3E 0 and 6E 0 in Fig. 4 . Otherwise if the buckypaper is so tight that no pore is observed in the buckypaper from the side view, the buckypaper is regarded to reach its effective deformation limitation as depicted in the snapshot of Fig. 5(C) , resulting in a significant increase of the compression stiffness. As the buckypaper becomes denser, the compression stiffness gets larger. Therefore, as the compression continues both contact forces increase and tend to reach the peaks at the maximum compression followed by the rebound of the impactor. Accompanied with the rebound of the impactor both contact forces in all cases keep decreasing and become zero upon the detachment of the impactor from the buckypaper. By comparison of the contact forces in FV and FM cases under the same impact energy, at the early stage the upper force in FM case grows more rapidly to a larger peak than that in FV case, because the larger initial velocity of the impactor in FM case results in a shorter propagation distance of the straining and thus a larger resistant stiffness. As follows, this force in FM case decreases more rapidly to a smaller value than that in FV case. In addition, the amplitude of the lower contact force in FM case is lower than that in FV case since more energy is dissipated before the straining arrives at the receiver.
Based on the work-kinetic energy relationship, the work done by the impactor equals to the transferred kinetic energy of the impactor and can be represented by the area surrounded by the upper contact force curve and the horizontal axis in Fig. 5 . Comparing Fig. 4 with Fig. 5 , we notice that at the same displacement of the impactor, more impact energy is attenuated in the FM case than that in the FV case with the same impact energy, resulting in a shorter compression distance in the FM cases than in the FV cases. Also in the FM cases, with the increment of the impact energy from 3E 0 to 8E 0 , more energy dissipation arises at the same displacement of the impactor, whereas in the FV cases the energy dissipation has no significant difference. The reason is that the impact velocity of the impactor plays a dominant role in the deformation evolution of the buckypaper. For a larger velocity, the impactor takes a shorter time to reach the same displacement and the propagation distance of the straining is shorter, leading to a smaller yet more compact densification region. For example, the snapshots (A) and (B) in Fig. 5 show the morphologies of the buckypaper under the impact energy 8E 0 for the FV and FM cases respectively when the displacement of the impactor is 60 nm. It can be seen that the region near the lower surface of the buckypaper in (A) has been compressed while that of (B) is not. Additionally, the top region (B) is more densified than that in (A). Snapshots (C) and (D) represent their morphologies at the maximum compression distance. The buckypaper in (C) has completely deformed, in response to the rapid increment of the contact force as it approaches the maximum compression. Yet, the buckypaper in (D) has superior deformation ability, and thus at this stage the force remains small. Therefore, as depicted in Fig. 6 , for a lower impact energy that enables the buckypaper to have adequate deformation capability, the maximum upper contact force appears at the early stage of the impact and increases slowly along with the impact energy. In addition, the upper contact force for the FM case is higher than that for the FV case. For a large impact energy that causes the buckypaper to compress beyond its deformation limit, the maximum force occurs at the maximum compression. With the growth of the impact energy, the force increases rapidly because of the abrupt increment of the compression stiffness, and after a certain impact energy it exceeds that of the FM case which increases steadily. Fig. 6 also shows that both contact forces in the FV case are very close to each other while the lower contact force is noticeably smaller than the upper contact force in the FM case. The difference for both forces in the FM cases becomes pronounced with the growth of the impact energy. The results indicate that a larger impact velocity means that more energy is attenuated before being transmitted to the receiver.
The relationship between the maximum displacement of the impactor and the impact energy is described in Fig. 7 . With the increment of the impact energy, the rebound distance of the buckypaper stays approximately constant in both FM and FV cases, and is always in the range of 15 nm to 20 nm. The maximum displacement of the impactor varies widely with different impact energies. For FV cases, it increases from 43 nm to 117 nm while the impact energy rises from E 0 to 6E 0 . Then it increases steadily because of the deformation limit of the buckypaper. For FM cases, with the impact energy varying from E 0 to 10E 0 , it keeps increasing from 33 nm to 101 nm. The pattern of the curve indicates that it continues to increase if larger impact energy is applied due to the buckypaper's superior deformation capability. With the growth of the impact energy the difference of the initial impactor velocity between FV and FM cases under the same impact energy becomes apparent. Since less compression is needed for a larger initial impactor velocity under the same impact energy, the maximum displacement of the impactor for FV case is always larger than that for FM case and the difference increases with the growth of the impact energy from E 0 to 6E 0 . Then with the continued increment of the impact energy this difference narrows because the buckypaper in FV case reaches its deformation limit whereas the buckypaper in FM cases still has deformation capability left.
The difference between the initial kinetic energy of the impactor (E initial ) and the final kinetic energy after detachment (E final ) is defined as energy dissipation of the impactor. Based on the principle of energy conservation, the energy dissipation of the impactor equals to the energy absorption by the buckypaper. That is, the dissipated kinetic energy of the impactor is transformed into the strain energy induced by the deformation and thermal energy induced by the frictional sliding between CNTs and plastic deformation. A larger impact velocity is favorable to introduce more sliding between CNTs thus creating more thermal energy, which explains the phenomenon that less compression distance is needed for the FM cases under the same impact energy from the energetic standpoint. According to Fig. 8 , the increase of the linear center-ofmass kinetic energy of the buckypaper due to the impact is very tiny in both FM and FV cases so that the increased kinetic energy of the buckypaper can be regarded as almost completely transformed into thermal energy. In the FM cases the energy dissipation keeps increasing nearly linearly as the impact energy rises from E 0 to 10E 0 . Whereas in the FV cases this linear trend remains only from E 0 to 6E 0 because the buckypaper deformation becomes saturated at the impact energy 6E 0 . Slight squeezing deformation and sliding between CNTs still exist in a saturated buckypaper subjected to impact, therefore for impact energy larger than 6E 0 the energy absorption still increases with a larger impact energy, but the rate of increase lessens at a higher impact energy since the stiffening buckypaper at the final stage of impact attenuates energy absorption capability. It is worthwhile to mention that the slope of the linear increment stage in the FM curve is higher than that in the FV curve. That means, more impact energy is absorbed by the buckypaper in the FM case than in the FV case even under the same impact energy, owing to the less recoverable deformation of the buckypaper in the FM cases. Based on the ratio of the energy dissipation to the initial impact energy, the energy dissipation efficiency as interpreted in Fig. 8 can be acquired by the formula (E initial ÀE final )/E initial . It is found that the buckypaper shows remarkable energy dissipation efficiency for a specific range of impact energy. For the FV cases, with the growth of the impact energy the energy dissipation efficiency is always up to about 96.5% before the deformation of the buckypaper is oversaturated, followed by a fast decline of the efficiency corresponding to the nonlinear increase of the energy absorption. For the FM cases, the energy dissipation efficiency at the impact energy E 0 is similar to that of the FV case because of the similar impact velocities. As the impact energy increases to 3E 0 , the efficiency improves to 99.52% and then with successive growth of the impact energy the efficiency remains rising slowly to 100%. This finding indicates that the increase of the energy absorption for FM cases is not strictly linear. In fact, the increased rate of energy absorption is improved slightly with the increment of the impact energy. The reason is that a larger impact velocity causes more sliding between CNTs and thus generates a higher ratio of thermal energy to the total dissipation energy, leading to a relatively lower ratio of recoverable impact energy to the initial impact energy.
Effects of density of buckypaper
In terms of the effects of the buckypaper density on the dynamic behavior and energy dissipation capability of the buckypaper, computational specimens consisting of 512 SWCNTs with the same length of 100 nm occupy different volumes of simulation boxes. Impact energy is changed by FM method. According to Goldsmith [74] , the mechanism involving permanent deformation can no longer be described by the equations of the elastic domain, but must be interpreted by relations capable of including the large strains and permanent deformations encountered in the impact process. The theory of plastic wave propagation or plastic flow always postulates incompressibility of the material in the plastic domain which requires invariance of the bulk modulus, while hydrodynamic theory can be used to describe this impact problem involving compressible medium. The hydrodynamic theory of wave propagation treats the medium buckypaper as a compressible fluid without shear resistance and, to a first approximation, without viscosity. By neglecting the shear modulus of the material, all permanent deformations are considered to occur as the result of changes in the bulk modulus or, equivalently, in the density of the body. The hydrodynamic theory consider that the motion of the particles behind the shock front to be steady, however, in our research the impact behavior between the impactor and the buckypaper keeps for an extended period. That is, behind the shock front the continuous compression keeps going until the impactor departs from the buckypaper, which causes the impact problem to be more complicated. And neglecting the effects of the porosity of the buckypaper, here we just focus on the initial shock stage to calculate the velocity of the shock front for a rough estimation. Once the impactor strikes the upper surface of the buckypaper, the constituent particles of the upper surface instantaneously have the same velocity as the impactor does, creating a violent shock wave e the Hugoniot shock e that travels along the thickness of buckypaper and brings the adjacent particles to have the same velocity. The shocked region behind the wave is subject to a transient Hugoniot pressure of high magnitude, which explains the rapid increase of the contact force at the initial stage in Fig. 4 . Based on the laws of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, the governing equation for this shock process can be expresses as:
, and
, where subscripts 0 and 1 denote the undisturbed and compressed state of the buckypaper, r is the density of the buckypaper, p is the shock pressure and gives the maximum possible value for the impact at its very beginning, v is the particle velocity, U is the shock wave velocity and I represents the internal energy per unit mass. Because the buckypaper is initially at rest and free, v 0 ¼ 0 and p 0 ¼ 0. Thus the shock wave velocity can be expressed as U ¼ p1 r 0 v1 , where v 1 and p 1 can be derived from the impactor velocity and the impactorebuckypaper interaction respectively. The shock wave velocities in buckypapers with different buckypapers derived from hydrodynamic theory and tracked from the simulations are presented in Fig. S2 . Since the sound speed in the uncompressed state is identical to the velocity of the propagation of elastic compressional waves in the medium, the elastic compressional wave velocity can be derived based on the NewtoneLaplace equation
, where K and G denoting the bulk modulus and shear modulus of the buckypaper respectively are obtained from MD simulations of compression and shear tests (shown in Fig. S5 ). The speed sound is also shown in Fig. S2 . It is found that the real compressional wave velocity is much higher than the elastic one because of the compressibility of the buckypaper, which agrees well with the results in Ref. [74] . Since the receiver is fixed and rigid, enforcing zero-displacement normal to the boundary, the wave is reflected completely without energy loss. Fig. 9 presents the energy dissipation efficiency of the buckypaper with different densities versus impact energy. For low impact energy, energy dissipation efficiencies for all cases are extremely high, about 95% to 98%, due to its sufficient deformation capability. On this occasion the buckypaper with a lower density seems to have slightly higher energy dissipation efficiency owing to the lower stiffness of the buckypaper. As the impact energy rises, the efficiency declines first for the lowest-density buckypaper, followed by higher-density buckypapers in turn. That is, buckypapers with a higher density are capable of bearing higher impact energies within the deformation limit. Thus in the case that the buckypaper has oversaturated deformation, a higher-density buckypaper has a higher energy dissipation efficiency under the same impact energy. inferred that the decline of energy dissipation efficiency begins under impact energies between 4E 0 to 5E 0 in order and the efficiencies under the same impact energy are close to each other due to their similar densities. The buckypaper with the largest density can sustain the impact energy up to 8E 0 within the deformation limit. It is because that a larger density means more sliding occurred and thus more thermal energy dissipated. Fig. 10 traces the upper contact force versus the compression distance at the impact energy 4E 0 and 7E 0 respectively. It can be found that the maximum compression distance declines with the growth of the density. Because at the same compression distance a larger density means more CNTs are deformed and more sliding occurs between CNTs to produce more strain energy and more .97 kg/m 3 to just achieve the deformation limit but the buckypaper with a lower density experiences oversaturated deformation in accordance with the results in Fig. 9 . Therefore, the force increases suddenly when the impactor approaches the maximum compression and the peak ascends sharply with the decline of the density. Fig. 11 presents the maximum upper contact force versus the density under different impact energies. For the impact energy varying from E 0 to 4E 0 , all the buckypapers with different densities possess adequate energy deformation capability. As a result, as the density grows the maximum contact forces have no obvious difference and as the impact energy grows the force shows a slight increment. As the impact energy increases from 5E 0 to 8E 0 , oversaturated deformation first appears in a lower-density buckypaper resulting in the abrupt increase of the force, whereas for the higher-density buckypaper the force remains steady. For the impact energy over a critical value, oversaturated deformation appears in all the buckypapers and thus the force declines with the growth of the density.
As discussed earlier, the compression distance of the buckypaper is influenced by the contact force and the energy dissipation. Since a larger density typically corresponds to a smaller specimen size of the buckypaper, the compression ratio is defined as the percentage of the maximum compression distance to the height of the buckypaper. The relationship among the compression ratio, density and impact energy is given in Fig. 12 . For a certain density, as the impact energy grows the compression ratio increases with a declining rate and eventually tends to be constant due to the oversaturated deformation. For certain impact energy, with the increment of the density both the compression ratio and the maximum compression distance decline. It means that under the same compression ratio more energy is absorbed by the buckypaper with a larger density mainly due to more sliding between CNTs dissipating more kinetic energy into thermal energy. At the lowest impact energy, the decline of the compression ratio versus the density is slight. As impact energy raises, the decline rate increases first and then decreases with the appearance of the oversaturated deformation of the buckypaper. In addition, since the buckypaper with a low density reaches the deformation limit at the low impact energy, the compression ratio also reaches stable. It can be found that at the largest impact energy only the buckypaper with the largest density 107.6 kg/m 3 still has slight room for compression and the compression ratios for different densities are very close. Fig. 13 Fig. 8 , for the impact energy that does not cause the oversaturated deformation of the buckypaper, the energy absorption as well as EAUM is proportional to the impact energy at a certain density. As a result, the slope is also proportional to the impact energy approximately. As the impact energy rises, the lower-density buckypaper reaches its deformation limit more quickly and thus the increment of EAUV versus impact energy becomes slower, resulting in nonlinear increment of the EAUV versus density.
Effects of length of SWCNT
Since individual length distribution of SWCNT can vary from several nanometers to micrometers and even meters [69] , it is noteworthy to investigate the effect of the individual CNTs' length on the energy dissipation capability of the buckypaper. Due to the limit of the computational resource, the lengths of individual SWCNTs used here are in the range of 100 nme800 nm. , the same as that in Section 3.1. It can be found that the energy dissipation efficiency varies slightly as the length of individual SWCNTs changes. For impact energies E 0 and 4E 0 , the efficiency always remains about 96%. As is discussed in Section 3.1, the buckypaper with SWCNTs of length 100 nm does not reach its deformation limit under both impact energies. It can be inferred that buckypapers studies in this section are all below their deformation limits. For the impact energy 7E 0 , the efficiency is slightly lower than that for E 0 and 4E 0 , which indicates that the buckypaper has slightly saturated deformation under impact energy 7E 0 . For impact energy 10E 0 , the efficiency falls greatly to around 86% due to the limited energy absorption capability of buckypaper after reaching its deformation limit. These findings imply that the energy dissipation efficiency is independent of the length of individual SWCNTs. Likewise, Fig. 15 shows that the maximum compression distance of the buckypaper remains almost unchanged with different lengths of individual SWCNTs under the four impact energies. The difference is that the maximum compression distance increases greatly from the impact energy E 0 to 4E 0 while it increases gently from impact energy 4E 0 to 7E 0 . The reason is that as the compression distance grows the density of the buckypaper increases, and thus further compression with the same distance is able to absorb more impact energy. The maximum compression distance increases very slightly for impact energy from 7E 0 to 10E 0 since the buckypaper reaches its deformation limit. Fig. 16 illustrates that the maximum upper contact force almost remains constant when the length of individual SWCNTs varies. The force increases slightly for impact energies from E 0 to 4E 0 due to the maximum compression distance being far away from the limit. Then an obvious increment of the force happens for impact energies from 4E 0 to 7E 0 due to the slightly saturated deformation corresponding to impact energy 7E 0 . Then the force increases tremendously for impact energy from 7E 0 to 10E 0 as the buckypaper reaches the deformation limit. Hence, it can be inferred that at the same impact energy the evolution of the contact force follows the compression distance irrespective of the variation of the length of individual SWCNTs, since the energy dissipation efficiency, the maximum compression distance, and the maximum contact force are all independent of the length of individual SWCNTs. The reason is that the effects of the length on pore size can be negligible [56] and the mechanical properties of such a buckypaper mainly depend on the mass density of the buckypaper, which has been reported in both experiment and simulation [58] . By tracking energy variation during the impact process (shown in Table S1 ), it is found that in the initial state the angle energy increases with the increment of the length of individual SWCNTs, since longer SWCNTs are more prevalent to buckling. However, the variations of angle energy corresponding to different lengths due to the impact are almost the same. It also can be found that the thermal energy takes major part of the absorbed energy, that is, the dominant mechanism is internal sliding.
Conclusions
In this paper, the dynamic behavior and energy dissipation capability of a buckypaper have been extensively investigated by performing a series of molecular dynamics simulations with a variety of design parameters such as impact energy, the density of buckypaper, and the length of individual SWCNTs. Effects of these parameters on energy dissipation capability of the buckypaper have been analyzed. Simulation results indicate that the buckypaper possesses extremely high energy dissipation efficiency, always more than 95%, before reaching its deformation limit. Under the same impact energy, a larger impact velocity yields slightly higher energy dissipation efficiency, even close to 100%, owing to more sliding between SWCNTs and thus more energy dissipated into thermal energy. When the buckypaper exceeds its deformation limit, the energy dissipation efficiency declines, and both the upper and lower contact forces increase abruptly. Within the deformation limit, the buckypaper with higher density is able to sustain larger impact energies due to the increment of more strain energy and thermal energy under the same compression but has slightly lower energy dissipation efficiency due to the increased compression stiffness. Therefore, for specific impact energy it is feasible to adjust the volume of the buckypaper by tuning the density within certain realms to fulfill the desired requirements. It is also found that the energy dissipation capability of a buckypaper is independent on the length of individual SWCNTs since the contact forces follows the evolution of the compression distance while changing the length of individual SWCNTs. It has to be noted that the lengths used in this paper are far below the persistence length, large systems with extremely long CNTs is likely to behave much differently. Besides the remarkable energy dissipation efficiency, the buckypaper also reveals remarkable mass density and volume density of energy dissipation up to 90 J/g and 8.6 J/cm 3 respectively which may be further improved by enlarging the impact energy and/or changing its density. Thus the buckypaper is applicable for volumecontrolled and mass-controlled products essential to be protected from impact. Overall, in spite that all these findings are obtained in silico, this study can shed lights on the dynamic behavior of the buckypaper, offering a promising candidate for energy dissipation devices and stimulating more relevant work. No research, however, provides a perfect study, with this work being no exception to the rule. More endeavors should be devoted to expand the realm of the length of individual CNTs, the impact energy, the impact velocity under the same impact energy and the density of buckypaper. Particularly, the buckypaper density can be obtained as large as 1.39 g/cm 3 , thus yielding greatly improved transport and mechanical properties such as Young's modulus over 2 GPa [54] . Fluid component can be introduced within the pores which would provide a hydraulic action and viscoelastic drag [75] . Besides, previous research has proved that mixture of SWCNTs with double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs) in a buckypaper influences its ultimate mechanical property due to the strong adhesion energy and large bending rigidity [56] . Especially, the Poisson's ratio of the mixed buckypaper can be tuned from a positive to a negative value by increasing the DWCNT composition, which is beneficial for the energy dissipation. Therefore, mixed buckypaper should be explored to achieve better energy dissipation capability. In addition, other forms of buckypaper could be set up, such as that made of aligned CNTs which has better performance on thermal and electrical conductance [76] , and cross-links between CNTs which enhances thermal stability and load transfer of buckypaper [77] . Besides the uniaxial compressive loading, there are many other forms loading and deformation mechanisms pertinent to collisions, impact and penetration, such as membrane response of buckypaper at high frequency vibration [78] , the tensile and fracture response in the case of spall [79] and the bending response of buckypaper [80] . Since the reflected wave is determined by the nature of the boundary condition [81] , other types of reflecting boundary are worthwhile to be invested in the future, such as free surface boundary which has zero-stress conditions and allows for spall in the case of tension at the away-boundary as well as compression near the impact boundary. Other types, not limited, include elastic boundary and attached dashpot, corresponding to more complicated wave reflection. The energy dissipation and dynamic response of the buckypaper with different boundaries would likely be much different from each other. 
